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About us:
Ayo-tents Indonesia manufacture and provide high quality and durable tents for a
luxurious camping experience. Beyond our standard model, we can design custom 
made
tents according to your needs.

Our tents are perfect for resort locations and will produce glamourous looking
structures for your resort and give your customers a luxurious feel.

ThThese are not your typical tents, our products offer high-quality fabrics and a 
durable
a structure capable to resist harsh weather conditions.

Our tents can be easily assembled and disassemble in just a few hours thanks to a
structure made of bamboo covered by weather and fire-resistant canvas.

There are many reasons our clients choose our tents: a simple and effective 
design,
ttechnical quality, inexpensive prices, little maintenance, quick installation and fast
delivery.

Contact us here to know more about our products:



Technical specifications
- Our model is composed in 3 main parts: The bamboo structure 
with the metallic frame connectors, the waterproof canvas roof, 
and the closed tent.

- Tent interior dimension: 5x5m.
- Covered dimension 7x5m.
- Top height: 3.50m.
- Bamboo structure frame.
- Ga- Galvanized steel connectors.
- White woven canvas for the interior.
- Composite high tenacity polyester membrane for cover.
- Dierent colors are available.

- Included: Bamboo structure, metal connectors, tent canvas, roof 
canvas, assembling instructions.

- - Wooden deck, furniture, appliances are optional and can be 
quoted on demand.

Interior design set as example







We are currently developing two projects located 
on the island of Sumbawa, Indonesia. These two 
luxury glamping resorts are dedicated to divers 
and travelers who love to visit the region of 
Komodo National Park.

ThThese projects include our model Ayo 25 and the 
amenities like the restaurant and diving center 
are made with custom made bamboo structure 
and covered with our fabric.



Our second resort in Sumbawa.
 
Located on the top of a cli facing the Indian Ocean this resort is built on a steep slope.
 
Our tents are elevated on a wooden platform and oriented to enjoy the view of the bay.
 
WWe can provide wooden or bamboo structures to install our tents.
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